Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

.
.
Allegation Narrative

A year ago in December, the mother had a baby that died of SIDS
at three months and eIeven da s oId.
A year ago in December, the mother had a baby that died of SIDS
11/17/2012 NOT ACCEPT
at three months and eleven da s old.
Recently,_ stood on a stool and hung herself with a thick
rope at home. The parents were not at home at the time. Last
12/10/2012 NOT ACCEPT year,�aker acted after threatening to hang herself.
Since� had not threatened to harm herself and had
no si ns of bein suicidal.
12 14 2012 NOT ACCEPT 18 children were killed in a school shootin
I-----'--'---+-----suffered from heart problems.
11/17/2012

NOT ACCEPT

1/2/2013

NOT ACCEPT

1/9/2013

NOT ACCEPT

1/19/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

.
No a11egat10n of ma1treatment reported. SIDS
.
No a11egat10n of ma1treatment reported. SIDS

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
No ·urisdiction..Incident.occm-red.in.Com cticut

Non Care ·ver

Whe� was 5 he had heart surgery. He has been on
blood thinners, treated for a heart condition and is on different
medications for an irregular heart beat. When the family awoke No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
today, 1-2-2013, he was found unresp� was
pronounced deceased at the hospital. �h is
attributed to his pre-existing heart condition, per a medical
rofessional.
Screened out in error because it could not be assigned to field.
Investigated through other intake.
Created in error.
Intake# 2013-007697 created as a re lacement.
Late last night, 1-18-20131111 killed herself. She had been at a
friend's home, then walked home about 3am. After she got home
she sent a text message to her female friend saying she had
taken some pills, and wondered about them. The friend did not
get the message until she woke up after 6am. When the friend
saw the reference to suicide, she came over t�me. The
parents let her into the home, and the friend f� in the
.
No a11egat10n of ma1treatment reported. Stii·c,·de
.
bathroom, dead. The text messag.. sent asked her friend to
talk her out of a suicide. She commented that she did not know
how many of her parents' pills she had takenllll is thought to
have taken several miscellaneous pills. The pills belonged to
both step mom and dad, and were several years old. At least
some were for headaches. There are no known threats of
suicide b�. At this time no abuse or neglect is known to be
art of the incident.
1 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

1/23/2013

NOT ACCEPT

1/31/2013

NOT ACCEPT

2/9/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 01/23/2012 around 11:00 a.m
died at school where he
was later pronounced deceased at South Bay Hospital in Sun
was at school, one minute he
City. It appears it was medical
was fine and the next he complained of pain in his nose and
began crying he was taken to school clinic where he started
vomiting; and then became non responsive. CPR was tried and No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
he was transported to the hospital where he later died. After
interviews of school personnel it was found
was not struck
nor had he fallen. The doctor did not observe any injuries to
him
did have a history of asthma and allegories requiring
inhalers. There appears to be no abuse in home, the home is
clean. There is no concern for the other child.
Last week, a 10 year-old female child was shot and killed by her
No jurisdiction.
Death occurred out of state.
father.
On 02/09/2013 at 1:52 am
died in his home
had asthma with a consistent cough. He was on medication for
the cough and he had "lots of mucus in his room"
had
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
taken his albuterol (oral in haler) earlier that evening
has not been to his primary care giver since January of 2012.
had pneumonia about three to six months ago and was
taken to the hospital. It is not believed that there was any abuse
or neglect dealing with this death.

2 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Today (Feb 17, 2013)
was found non responsive by the
mother and father around 12:30pm.

2/17/2013

NOT ACCEPT

2/17/2013

NOT ACCEPT

3/7/2013

NOT ACCEPT

3/7/2013

3/11/2013

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Prior to that, the in home service left the home around 8am and
was fine. The mother checked
at 8:30am and
10:30 am and she was fine. Around 12:30pm the mother and
father thought she was in trance from the heavy medication
she's on but realized she wasn't breathing. The child was
pronounced dead when the ambulance was taking her to the
hospital. There's no abuse or neglect suspected as a result of the No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
child's death. The doctor told the mother and father that
was in pretty bad shape, and that she probably didn't
have no more than a year to live.

Around Dec 12, 2012,
had an operation on her neck
because she was born with a hole in the back of the neck to her
spine and caught meningitis. She was on a lot of heavy
medications including some for her conditions of having
seizures and temperature instabilities. The medication would
make her space out. If
was fine she would follow you
with her eyes and if she was hungry she would fuss.
On 2/17/13
committed suicide
hung himself
in his bedroom. There was no known history of abuse/neglect No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
towards the child by either parent.
drowned while in his parents's care.
Investigated through other intake.
Death previously investigated.
There are three children in the home.
Hotline Error - death maltreatment incorrectly attached to this
Investigated through other intake.
Death previously investigated.
sibling (see line 18).
On March 10, 2013
was found deceased in
Apalachicola National Forrest
was attending a Rainbow
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Drug Overdose
Festival with a group of friends
died of a suspected
drug overdose. The parents were aware of marijuana use by
it unknown if he got counseling or treatment.

3 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

3/20/2013

NOT ACCEPT

3/30/2013

NOT ACCEPT

4/3/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

was transferred from a hospital in Georgia to a
hospital in Florida on 3/18/13. The mother left
on
No jurisdiction.
Child is a resident of another state.
the bed alone for 20 minutes
died on 3/19/13. The
doctors believe it was due to aspiration.
hung herself in the closet overnight. She left no note, and
there was no known psychiatric issues, and no known abuse or No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
neglect.
On 04/02/2013,
apparently hung himself in his room by
using his shirt to tie a noose around his neck. The parents were
not at home, but the adult sister and another minor sibling were
in the home at the time.
had some disciplinary issues at
school and was on suspension. Knowing
mental status,
the parents did not make an issue of the fact that
was
suffered from No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
suspended due to some disciplinary issues.
Anxiety and and Depression. He had a history of self-mutilation
and had inflicted some superficial wounds on himself in the
was previously baker-acted and was receiving some
past.
mental health services from Citrus Network. In fact, officials
from Citrus Network went to the home on 04/02/2013 to
provide some services, but they learned that
had hung
himself. Reportedly, there is no suspicion of foul play at this
time, there is no information that the parents were negligent.

4 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

4/5/2013

NOT ACCEPT

4/8/2013

NOT ACCEPT

4/10/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

died in his crib on 12.18.12. He suffocated by being
wedged in between pillows in the crib. About two weeks prior,
Aunt
visited the home and heard a muffled cry
coming from the room. She went in and the child was wedged in
between the pillows the exact same way he died.
told
mom that she can't put those pillows in there like that. Mom
yelled at her and said not to tell her what to do with her baby.
On several incidents, grandmother or
would try to
Investigated through other intake.
Death previously investigated.
pick up the child when he was crying, and mom would yell at
anyone who tried to hold him. The night before
death,
mom was drinking and mixing medications with alcohol. No one
checked on him the entire night, until almost noon the next day,
which is when he was found blue. During the investigation,
Mom and boyfriend lied about everything. Mom stated she was
never told by anyone to take the pillows out. Boyfriend said he
got up and checked on the child during the night, which he did
not.
In 1963 or 1964 mom padlocked her baby into the nursery, then
No victim identified.
the house caught on fire and no one could get the baby out. As a No jurisdiction.
result, the child burned alive.
On 4/9/2013, at 10:48 pm, the mother went inside the child's
bedroom and found him hanging from the ceiling fan. The
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
mother was watching television in other room during the child's
intent to hang himself from the ceiling fan.

5 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

4/15/2013

NOT ACCEPT

4/29/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 04/11/2013, mom gave birth to a baby boy,
and on
04/12/2013, mom and
were discharged home from the
hospital. At discharge, mom and the baby were both believed to
be healthy. Today, 04/15/2013, dad noticed some red blotching
on
legs when he was feeding him.
ate and took
a nap and later in the day, mom and dad noticed that the red
blotching had moved up the baby's legs towards his torso. Mom
and dad called the pediatrician, who said that he would examine
tomorrow at his already scheduled appointment. Mom
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
and dad did not feel comfortable with this and took
to
the ER. On their way to the hospital,
stopped breathing.
Mom and dad called EMS and dad did CPR until EMS arrived.
EMS did CPR on
while he was transported to the
hospital and ER staff worked on him for two hours before he
was pronounced dead.
did not have any signs of trauma
and the ER doctor felt that there was some type of infection due
to the baby's appearance and his blood sugar levels.
is
scheduled to have an autopsy tomorrow, 04/16/2013, for more
conclusive information on his cause of death. Currently, there is
no information to indicate that his death is due to any abuse or
neglect by his caregivers.
There is concern because
died. Reportedly, the father
shot him. The mother was not mad at the father.
Also,
has a scar on her left underarm. Reportedly, the
father caused the injury with a knife.

Investigated through other intake.

Death previously investigated.

6 of 28

Intake Date

5/1/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

5/3/2013

NOT ACCEPT

5/13/2013

NOT ACCEPT

5/21/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 4/28/13, the father beat and choked the mother. As a result
of the beating, the mother went into premature labor and had to
be rushed to the hospital. The mother had several large bruises
around her neck. The baby was delivered like via emergency cForwarded for assessment following
section and had to be put on life support because it was so
review.
premature. The mother unplugged the life support after three
days because the baby was brain dead. There are concerns that
the father's domestic battery against the mother and
subsequent premature labor were directly responsible for the
death of the live child. The father has a history of domestic and
criminal violence.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

N/A

On May 3rd, 2013, at 0010 hours, mom checked in on the twins
and noted that
was cold and her limbs appeared blue.
Emergency Medical Services were immediately called and an
attempt was made to resuscitate her; however she was
pronounced deceased at a local hospital.
On this date, it was learned that
was diagnosed with a
heart defect at 33 weeks gestation while still in utero
remained hospitalized after her birth, until Wednesday, May
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
1st, 2013, when she was brought home by her parents for the
first time.
It appears that
death was due to the heart defect
however an autopsy has been planned.
The twin sister was also being checked over due to complaints
that she was not eating well and there were concerns that she
could have meningitis however she was being examined and
receiving medical treatment.
The other set of twins appeared fine and were in the care of
their parents.
Months ago, while
was in the care of the father she was
suffocated and died as a result. It is suspected that the father
Investigated through other intake.
Death previously investigated.
was drunk when the incident occurred
was found
wedged between the headboard and mattress.
It was alleged that a child died; no details provided because the
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Call was dropped
call was dropped.
7 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

5/28/2013

NOT ACCEPT

6/4/2013

NOT ACCEPT

6/6/2013

NOT ACCEPT

6/7/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative
In November 2012,
died due to complications from
diabetes. In the past
would go without meds because
the mother would not get them for her.

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Investigated through other intake.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Death previously investigated.

In 2010, the uncle sexually abused
. The uncle is
currently in jail for this.
On 05/29/13,
died after being taken off life support due
to an overdose on prescription pills. She was possibly saving up
Death occurred out of state.
her medications by hiding the pills in her cheeks when she was No jurisdiction.
administered them. This happened while at an unknown facility
in Rhode Island.
On 06/06/13
died, and the reason is unknown. Around
4 AM
was complaining that his legs were getting stiff.
He took a shower, and then went to bed. He was found in his
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
bed not breathing. His brother gave him CPR and
started to throw up and then passed away. No concern for abuse
or neglect. There is no prior history.
There was a four wheeler accident that killed a child on
06/05/13. The story being given is that the child was sitting on
the front of the four wheeler and the five year old child was
No identifying information provided.
No identifying information provided.
driving it. The child was facing forward but turned around to
toward his sister and fell off. Law enforcement was involved. It
is believed the child victim was driving the four wheeler and not
the five year old

8 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Mom uses crack. Mom was just released from jail after serving
four months. She was incarcerated due to leaving the rehab
center early.
6/12/2013

NOT ACCEPT

Mom also served time in jail due to domestic violence. At an
unknown time Mom tried to choke the grandmother to death.

Mom is not allowed to have contact with the children per a
court order. Recently Mom removed the children from day care
and kidnapped them.

No identifying information provided.

No identifying information provided.

A few years ago one of the children died while in Mom's care.
6/14/2013

NOT ACCEPT

6/18/2013

NOT ACCEPT

7/4/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

There is a concern for the children.
About 3 years ago,
died possibly due to breathing
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
problems. However,
death is currently under
investigation.
On Sunday, 6/16/13
suffered a seizure while at the
home with the father.
was transported to the Heart
of Florida Hospital in Davenport. The staff at the hospital were
working on
was transported to Arnold
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
Palmer Hospital in Orlando, Florida were today, 6/18/13, he
was pronounced dead at 10am
has a history of
seizures. There is no known history of abuse or neglect with this
family.
On July 04, 2013, the child got out of the home. The child was
being babysat by a sixteen year old. At approximately 12:40pm
No jurisdiction.
the father got into the vehicle. The father ran over the child by
accident. The child was to the right of the vehicle. The father did
not see the child. The child was pronounced dead on the scene.

Non Caregiver

9 of 28

Intake Date

7/9/2013

7/29/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

On July 4, 2013
was outside the home in the driveway.
The father accidentally backed over
with his truck. The
father was unaware that
was outside.
died as a
result of the incident. The incident was reported to and
investigated by the Orange County Sheriff's Office on July 4,
2013.
The incident occurred when the father forgot something inside
the home. When he returned to the vehicle he reversed the
truck, pulled out and ran over
There was a sixteen year
old babysitter at the residence watching
and his younger
sister
It is unknown where the babysitter or
was at
the time of the incident. The mother's location is also unknown
at the time of the incident. The children are with a babysitter
often. It is believed there is a lack of supervision.
No jurisdiction.
It is unknown how often the child with babysitter.
resides with the father. It is unknown the mother's
location at the time of the incident. The child cries when he has
to visit the father and latches onto the reporter and states that
he does not want to go. The child is very close to the mother.
It is unknown the father's daily behavior or supervision of
and
The father owns his own company and is gone
from the home a lot. It is unknown what the father does socially.
The father and the mother are often yelling at each other.
The father tries to be the friend to the children. There is no
structure. He tries to make everyone happy.
The father sends the children to the room when they are
disciplined.
In an apparent street crime with no relation to any caregiver
abuse or neglect, someone went into the street and shot
several times, causing his death. The incident
took place on 7/28/13 at around 10:47pm. There are no
allegations of any caregiver abuse or neglect in relation to the
incident. Law enforcement is investigating the incident.

No jurisdiction.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Non Caregiver

Non Caregiver

10 of 28

Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

8/5/2013

NOT ACCEPT

8/12/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 8/5/12,
as not eating, or drinking and was
trembling.
looked gravely ill. The grandmother took
to a local hospital. The mother met the grandmother at
the hospital.
vitals were checked and he was sent
home with the mother. On 8/8/12
z died. The medical
examiner determined the cause of death to be from abdominal
blunt force trauma and was ruled as a homicide. It is unknown
who is responsible for
death.
At four months old,
had a broken arm. It is unknown
how the injury was sustained.
after he had
In the past, the grandmother had custody of
an unexplained broken arm. After
z was returned to the
mother, the grandmother babysat
on weekends when
the mother was at work. On 7/29/12, the grandmother
looked sick. He was not eating or drinking Investigated through other intake.
observed that
and barely moved. The grandmother told the mother but was
ignored.
After the child's death, the police had the mother take a lie
detector test which she passed. The mother denied having
anything to do with
death.
was a full term baby but only weighed 2 and 1/2 pounds
at birth.
had TMV which stunted his growth.
attended daycare
The mother never told anyone that she was pregnant and had
no prenatal care. Although the mother lived 2 blocks from a
hospital, the mother gave birth at home in a bathroom toilet.
Sometimes, the mother was a good parent.
The mother had worked at McDonald's for 4 years, but was fired
on 7/30/12. The mother is currently in jail in Marion County for
Via Fax:
"it has come to the attention of the Broward County Public
Defender that a male juvenile died on Friday, August 9, 2013
No identifying information provided.
while in the care of the Citrus Program located in Pembroke
Pines, Florida."
No other information was provided.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Death previously investigated.

No identifying information provided.
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Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

8/12/2013

NOT ACCEPT

8/16/2013

NOT ACCEPT

8/17/2013

NOT ACCEPT

8/17/2013

NOT ACCEPT

8/17/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

died at 7:11pm on 8/11/13. This was after
had
gone into cardiac arrest due to a viral illness. It is believed
was septic. There are no concerns of abuse or neglect
leading to or causing
death.
The family was vacationing in the Pigeon Forge and Gatlinburg
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
had been sick for
area in Tennessee during this incident.
a couple days before being taken to a clinic on 8/10/13. On
8/11/13
was transported to East Tennessee Children's
Hospital.
On 8/11/2010,
beating him.

died as a result of the father and girlfriend

Investigated through other intake.

Death previously investigated.

On 8/13/2013,
was admitted to the hospital for a fever,
cough, congestion and post tussive emesis (whooping cough).
He was discharged on 8/16/2013 at 7:13 pm. While in the home
mom feed
and put him to bed. When dad came home
from work he checked on
and found that he was having No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
trouble breathing. The family called the emergency medical
services for assistance. On 8/17/2013,
deceased while
in the hospital. It is unknown what he died from.
The child was very sickly.

On 08/16/2013, the mother gave birth to a stilborn child. The
mother tested positive for marijuana. There is no known
relationship between the stillborn child and the drug use. The
No jurisdiction.
mother ate a brownie that had marijuana in it on accident. The
mother did not receive prenatal care. There is no known history
of the mother using marjuana.
died due to broken bones, traumatic injury, burns, and
bites. These injuries were sustained by the father and
Investigated through other intake.
paramour. They beat
over a six week time period. They
admitted to the incident. It is unknown if they currently have
any children in their care.

No victim established - still born

Death previously investigated.
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Intake Date

8/18/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

9/10/2013

NOT ACCEPT

9/16/2013

NOT ACCEPT

10/11/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative
On 08/17/2013, the mother gave
an aspirin for a
headache during the evening. This morning, 08/18/2013
was unresponsive. The mother and father took
to the hospital.
was pronounced dead. No
other information is known at this time.

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Unknown cause

On 09/09/2013,
left walking to her bus at 6:45am
without her school books, back pack, or cell phone.
normally gets home from school at 4pm and at 5:30pm the adult
sister noticed that
had not come home yet. The sister
called the mom who was on her way home from work and told
her
was not home yet. The mom called law
enforcement and filed a missing child report. While conducting
the search, law enforcement found
body near the
base of a 70 foot tower. The cause of death is not confirmed, but
did sustained trauma to her upper torso and
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
extremities. The injuries appear to be consistent from falling
from a tall height. In December 2012,
was baker acted
because she had cut her wrist due to bulling at school and her
failed relationship with her biological dad. At that time the mom
pulled
out of school to home school her and was taking
her to therapy. For seventh grade
got accepted to a
good school where she was happy and had some friends. At an
unknown time, children from
, prior
school, were bullying
on social media outlets like
ASK.FM, KIT, instagram, and vover. The messages stated "you
deserve to die" and that they were talking to a "dead girl" and
she "should jump off a tall building."
did respond at one
point. There were no concerns for abuse or neglect on

On 09/13/2013,
committed suicide. He shot himself in the
deceased Grandmother's vacant home. He was alone at the time. No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
obtained the gun from a safe at the home. He found the key
and removed it. The gun belonged to the Uncle.
died back in 2009 as a result of being run over by dad.
Investigated through other intake.
Death previously investigated.
Dad was incarcerated but has seen been released.
13 of 28

Intake Date

10/21/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

10/24/2013

NOT ACCEPT

10/29/2013

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

and
both got an ear infection 2 weeks ago and
stayed out of school for a week. The parents treated their ear
infection with antibiotics. On the afternoon of 10/21/13,
got a fever of 101. The mother gave
5ml of Motrin
(which is the recommended dosage) and laid
and
down for a nap. At 5pm that evening, the mother noticed that
did not awake from his nap via video monitor. The
mother found
unresponsive and purple. The father
attempted CPR and called 9-1-1.
was transported to the
hospital via ambulance where he was later pronounced dead.
The physician does not suspect any allegations of abuse or
neglect and there is no trauma to
body. It is believed
that
went into cardiac arrest while sleeping. There are
no prior medical issues.

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related

Today, 10/24/2013,
and the mom got into an argument
over
grades. The mom left the home for 20 minutes to
go to the store. When the mom returned
room door was
locked. Once the mom got the door open she found
hanging in his closet by a parachute screen. EMS was called and
was pronounced dead.
did not leave a note and did No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
not say anything that would have the mom concerned when she
left for the store.
did not make any suicidal thoughts
before this incident. Three years ago
attempted to kill
was
himself with a gun, but he did not cock it. At that time
depressed that the family house burnt down. The mom was not
aware of that incident.
Reporter's statements were not
No identifying information provided.
Children are being murdered.
credible.
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Intake Date

11/1/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

died on 10/10/2013, but it's medically unable to be
determined whether or not the condition that she expired from
was the result of any abuse or neglect.
and her twin
were born prematurely, at 25 weeks of gestation.
sibling
was on a ventilator afterwards and had bleeding of the
brain, in the form of interventricular hemorrhages that would
have caused retardation and cerebral palsy. The parents
removed life support from
on 10/10/2013. The mother
tested positive for drugs on three separate occasions within ten
days prior to the twins' births, but the children tested negative
at birth. The first positive test result was for cocaine, opiates,
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
and methadone, while the other two tests showed only the
latter two drugs. The mother claims that she has not used
cocaine since she was in her twenties, and that the cocaine
result was a false positive. The children did not exhibit any
known withdrawal symptoms after delivery. The mother gave
birth prematurely because of a placental abruption. It could not
be medically determined if the premature delivery or
disabilities were due to the mother's drug use or not. The
mother has a history of previous drug use. For three months,
the mother was using methadone that was not prescribed to
her, possibly in April or May of 2013. After the delivery, the
mother was prescribed methadone, and she is not known to
have used any substances illicitly since then.
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Intake Date

11/12/2013

11/24/2013

12/19/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

was left in the care of maternal grandmother while the
mother and other children went to the beach. The grandmother
put
in the bed and went back 90 minutes after to find
her unresponsive. The grandmother called EMS at 06:15pm.
EMS thought
had bruising to her back, buttocks, and
No allegation of maltreatment reported. SIDS
head but the doctors at the hospital ruled it as blood pooling
after death.
also had a birthmark on her back.
Doctors do not think that there was any foul play involved;
likely, sudden infant death syndrome.
was fine when she left with the grandmother.
had no pre existing conditions.
The mother uses IV dilautin recreationally.
died from SIDS.
As a result of the mother's drug use she has cellulitis from
shooting up in her arm.
The mother is 34 weeks pregnant.

Investigated through other intake.

In April or May 2013, the mother's boyfriend either punched
in her chest or pushed her against the wall.
died
as a result of her injuries. The mother's boyfriend had a history
No identifying information provided.
of physically abusing
The mother may have been at work when the incident occurred.
The mother was aware that her boyfriend was abusing
but never reported it.

Death previously investigated.

No identifying information provided.
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Intake Date

12/22/2013

12/25/2013

Screen In/Out
Status

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

NOT ACCEPT

On 12/19/13, at 12:45 am, the mother and
were
involved in a car accident in Duval County while they were on
their way home from St. Augustine.
was only strapped in
by a seat belt across her lap though there was a booster seat in
the back seat.
died in the accident. At this time, it is
No allegation of maltreatment reported. In appropriate safety restraint in car.
unknown if the mother was under the influence when the
accident occurred. The mother hit several trees and she hit the
last tree head on. A toxicology report is pending. The mother
was held, but later released that same day.
The child was not in a booster seat when the accident occurred,
but she was wearing a seatbelt across her lap.

NOT ACCEPT

While making holiday decorations sometime last week,
said her brother would have been 16, but he shot himself while
playing with the uncle's gun that he thought was a bb gun.
About two years ago the brother was playing with the uncle's
gun, which the brother thought was a bb gun, and the brother
shot himself in the head. This incident is believed to have
happened at the home of the uncle.
has poor relationship skills with her peers; she does well
Investigated through other intake.
with adults, but is hostile to people her own age. Another
student filed harassment charge for bullying.
has had
several referrals for behavior problems, physical contact with a
girl she was accused of bullying. No information known
regarding the other children.
Mom is not a friendly person.
Mom does not seem to care about the
school
performance, whether the child does good or not.

November 10, 2014

Death previously investigated.
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